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Surgam is the literary magazine of the Philolex-
ian Society. We publish three issues a year: conventional 
Fall and Spring editions, and a Winter edition that features  
poems from Philo’s annual Alfred Joyce Kilmer Bad Poetry Con-
test.

To submit works of literary and artistic merit,  
email submit2surgam@gmail.com

The Philolexian Society is a lit-
erary and debate society and the oldest student group on cam-
pus. We have debates every Thursday night, usually held in  
Lerner Hall’s Broadway Room.

For more information, visit www.philo.org

Many of the images in this issue originally appeared in color. 
To view a digital version of this magazine,  
please visit surgammag.wordpress.coml
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I will always hold this Kilmer near and dear to my 
heart. When we scheduled our annual bad poetry 
contest for the week after the election, we had no 
idea how necessary it would be. Sure, we had our 
usual line-up of ridiculous poetry, but when the 
whole world is ridiculously scary, there’s something a 
little bit beautiful about a ridiculous butt poem. The 
beauty of bad poetry is that it must resonate on some 
sort of uncomfortable level. It reminds us of our 
mortality and utter strangeness, and experiencing 
that in a room filled with weirdos is something I will 
always treasure. 
 The selection of poems here all allow us 
to laugh with and at ourselves. They are silly and 
strange and just a little misandrist, which is to say 
they have all the marks of good poetry. They are a 
little sad, but hopeful. Hopeful that we will find our 
Sweetgreen manager, or that PrezBo sleeps comfort-
ably. I’m honored to have been able to immortalize 
them. 
 Please read, laugh, and enjoy. Let years that 
come do what they may; at least we’ll always have 
bad poetry.

Juliana Kaplan
Literary Czar, 2016-2017

Editor’s Note
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A Man Explained Something To Me
Juliana Kaplan

The skies were cloudy
The air crackling with promises of winter to come
With each step, red-veined leaves crackled 
The melancholy wind mussed my hair
Today was not like those that had come before
Comforting in its monotony
No, today a man explained something to me

My friends, it’s funny what you think you knew
When all along you were wrong
Well, actually
Today a man explained something to me

I wasn’t ready to hear the truth
That lurked under the surface all along
Simply waiting to bubble up when the right master 
called
Always out of grasp, out of reach
How could I need what I did not know? 
Today a man explained something to me

For too long, I lived in the dark
Blind to the glaring realities surrounding me 
No one could quite so eloquently capture the nuance
Of knowledge far beyond what I could bear
It was important, no, crucial for me to hear
Today a man explained something to me

You see my friends
I thought I knew
What the patriarchy is
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A Man Explained Something To Me

And what it can do 
But not so, you see
For now I have been enlightened
Yes, today a man explained feminism to me
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Katie McMahon

Early Morning Musings on My Legacy, 
by President Bollinger

3:00 am, I cannot sleep.                             
I toss and turn in silky sheets                     
Atop this presidential bed                            
I cannot rest my weary head                      

And while you might think sleep a bliss     
On eight and twenty mattresses               
(A gift, from students grateful all)               
Atop the pile, I feel small                     

Insomniatic composition                    
Is rarely in my disposition                    
And yet I have cause to lament          
For to my woe I must give vent           
 
Since Wednesday last my legacy
Has been in danger plan to see
My new title, hard to bear:
The other President with That Hair

Usurped by a new toupee
Blonder, fluffier, not to say
With a greater reputation
For crushing union formation

And yet, I suppose, I still
Can lay claim to Manhattanville
For if my project does not fail
They may, in centuries, unveil

A plaque, “here in honor left
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Early Morning Musings on My Legacy, by President Bollinger

To the indigenous peoples of Harlem West,
Displaced by the imperial expansion
Of Bollinger’s Manhattan Mansion.”

I have at least made all aware
Of my commitment bold and fair
To the First Amendment great
Of these noble United States
Thanks to which we all are free
To say and write just what we please
Though not to record the proceedings
Of gender based misconduct meetings.

Is this to be my legacy?
The bed, it irks; Perhaps a pea
Is hidden somewhere in the sheets
I cannot sleep; I cannot sleep.text here 

Early Morning Musings on My Legacy, 
by President Bollinger
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This is my poem.
I wrote this poem,
So I call this poem,
“My Poem,” 
Because I wrote it.
This poem is about this poem.
It’s a poem poem.
I wanted to write a poem,
So I sat down,
Took out my pen,
And wrote this poem.
That’s how this poem was written.
I keep calling this poem,
“My Poem,”
And I’m pretty sure this poem is my poem,
Because I wrote it,
But I’m not sure if this poem is a poem.
This poem does not do the things that poems do.
Poems have rhyme scheme.
This poem does not have rhyme scheme,
Even though the last two lines both ended in “rhyme 
scheme.”
Poems have meter.
This poem uses feet.
Poems about poems say something about poems.
This poem says nothing about poems, 
Except this poem,
Because this poem is about this poem.
Poems are clever.

Anthony Giordano

My Poem
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My Poem

This poem is not clever.
Poems make the people who hear the poems feel 
feelings.
This poem does not make me feel feelings.
I do feel feelings,
But the feelings that I feel are not felt because of this 
poem,
But I digress.
This poem is not about the feelings that I feel,
This poem is about this poem.
This poem is very repetitive.
Poems are not very repetitive.
That is another thing that poems do 
That this poem does not do.
But I still think this poem is a poem,
Because I say it is a poem.
I do not know if this poem is a poem,
Because I do not know what a poem is,
But I am calling this poem,
“My Poem,”
So I think it is a poem.
(You are welcome to disagree.)
But I am finished writing this poem,
And since I am finished writing this poem,
This poem is over. 
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Tara Coury

Missing in Action: A Sweetgreen Story

Colin, 
I remember the first day I met you. 
I came in for my interview, resume in hand, dressed 
in my best business casual, 
since I knew formal wear was probably not appropri-
ate for an interview at a salad place. 
“Here’s my resume” I said.
“Oh, yeah thanks I’ll definitely read that later” you 
replied. 
But I knew you wouldn’t. 
GPA isn’t really a great indicator of how good a salad 
maker one could be.
“Here at Sweetgreen, we take salad very seriously” 
you said. 
“What is your commitment to salad?” 
I repeated the words my roommate had told me the 
night before about why he loved Sweetgreen. The 
interview was the first time I had ever been inside of 
a restaurant that only made salads.
“The salad here is great, and teamwork is great, and I 
love salad and teamwork and it looks like this is the 
best place for me to be using the skills I learned at 
Columbia. My Women’s Studies and English majors 
really make me the most qualified to make salads”
Apparently this was good enough Colin, 
Because you hired me.

Colin, 
I remember your unbridled love of Sweetgreen. 
You lived the sweetlife everyday. 
You embodied Sweetgreen’s core values, 

Missing in Action: A Sweetgreen Story
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Missing in Action: A Sweetgreen Story

Conveniently laid out for us in the five step food 
ethos carved into a wooden board on the wall. 
Though none of those five steps included paying 
employees a livable wage, 
You never failed to stress the fact that we got $14 
worth of food a day. 
“One salad is basically enough for lunch and dinner, 
so you barely even need to grocery shop!”
You were so right Colin, 
Which was lucky because after paying rent the choice 
was either buy food or buy booze and I sure as hell 
would rather have fun then food.
You understood that.

Colin, 
I remember the day you went missing. 
I got an email from Randy, one of the team captains, 
the one that was always saying things that were defi-
nitely borderline racist and sexist, but never really 
bad enough to actually file an HR complainant. 
“A new schedule can’t be made this week. Please 
follow last week’s. Thanks ;)”
The next day was full of questions with no answers. 
“I heard he got fired” one co-worker said.
“I heard he was a drug addict and Sweetgreen sent 
him to rehab” another said.
G, The assistant coach (Sweetgreen lingo for assistant 
manager) just said 
“We haven’t heard from Colin since Friday. So for 
now I’m the head coach”
Later that day I asked him 
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Surgam

“So you really have no idea where Colin is?”
“Nope”
“No one from corporate has said anything to you at 
all?”
“Nope”
“I mean like is he missing missing or does someone 
know where he is and just isn’t telling us”
“I don’t know I didn’t ask”
“Don’t you think this is like super weird?”
“Girl, you ask a lot of questions”
“Um, our manager is missing. You’re not going to ask 
questions?”
“That’s not how I operate” he said.

As the days went on theories regarding your absence 
became more outlandish.
“I heard he got arrested for selling Sweetgreen corpo-
rate secrets to Just Salad”
“I heard he was part of a government experiment 
on Zika and things got out of hand and they had to 
quarantine him”
“I heard he was part of a weird cult and they all left 
to go live sustainably in the forest”
But I knew better Colin. 
I knew that your dedication to Sweetgreen was too 
great for you to leave us like that. 
So, Colin, 
Wherever you are, 
Know that I still have faith in your unadulterated 
love of the Rad Thai. 
Know that I still believe in your dedication to pro-
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moting the new falafel recipe even when the kitchen 
staff doubted you because the mix was too watery. 
Whatever you’re doing now Colin, 
I hope you’re still living the Sweetlife.

Missing In Action: A Sweetgreen Story
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